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Unless customers have set their safety requirements, suppliers tend to ... learning how to learn is becoming an important executive skill and learning to think probabilistically becomes a table bet. Organizations want to be driven by gist data, where they want people to use information to make decisions. Leaders know that too many people are doing things, and every leader does it.
Data becomes information through communication. We want a lot of smart people to have easy access to a wide range of information. Enterprise analysis is a control for leaders to avoid soaking up 'complex waste' for every job with tools... Writing is proof of thinking. We hire educated workers to think and turn their ideas into action. People produce content that looks like a job,
depending on what they think the job should look like. Key parts of content... The digital part of the transition is just a technological element. Changes occur when an organization task changes. When an organization has a certain size, it becomes like a spine: everything must be connected to ... when an organization evolves or tries to develop a matter of governance, inevitably
occurs. Elegant assignments and decision rules come to a repeal in the first special case that requires a change from the norm. The ease with which business units connect with customers receive a self-service analytics platform will lead to the spread of in-enterprise analysis, but the spread of self-analysis presents enterprise IT as well. The analytics application that consumers
are everywhere, but their presence is unclear. Managing this phenomenon at the executive level is not easy. People are always looking for a silver bullet, the only solution. It can't be all... The creative economy is a beast that is different from the industrial economy that came before. The transition to the creative economy is difficult enough without the continued use of
manufacturing management techniques in the manufacturing era. It... Analysis, like history, is about meaningful facts, at the organizational level, analysis is about negotiating with meaningful facts. Strategy... The competitive advantage used to mean something. Competitive advantage is an important part of the sales pitch for analysis, but CxO strategically wary of buying is that,
since analysis is not about competitive analysis, it is about measurement, and measurement is about explanation, but the explanation is not about providing answers. Analysis is about explanation, because it allows us to see things with greater clarity. It means moving through... Every business leader works under a paradigm and requires a lot of blood, sweat and tears to turn it
upside down. But analytical investment should not be judged using the logic developed to evaluate production. That's because organizational analysis isn't about explanation. Organizational analysis has been far enough. Additional loads at EDENS developers, owners and operators of community shopping centers on the East Coast blend geographical information systems.
Business analytics has enabled competitive advantage in crowded and fast markets. Columbia, S.C.based company, coupled with Microsoft SQL Server with Esri's ArcGIS server and spatial database (SDE) engine to display and analyze the current portfolio of more than a hundred properties and 4,000 other relevant shopping center properties, EDENS's GIS director, David Beitz,
combines demographic data such as household averages, traffic competitions and amounts with selected map criteria to paint a clear picture for both the internal team and the rental agent for potential retailers. For example, the grocery chain must closely study the commercial area for new development. They found that some people would not cross some railways, some routes
affected the overall draw of the site. With an improved analysis by GIS, the development team was able to quickly distinguish certain websites, even if they looked ideal - which did not meet specific criteria. We can practice our presentation and give customers one or two great options. They can tell we've done our homework. While it is difficult to quantify the impact of GIS data,
success is measured by the ability to quickly respond to a retailer's request for location and market information to help rental agents. Moving the agreement forward, Beitz said he would not be able to move the deal forward. Describes. If you make retailers wait or provide outdated information, they are more likely to land at another site, EDENS finds that success is a matter of
quality and quantity of data entered into the analysis log. For example, although relatively few data points are shared with customers, all data, including confidential prospectus information, is mapped and stored for later use. If the team wants to buy real estate down the road from one, it looks in the past all relevant information is readily available, avoiding the need to assemble
shopping centers and all past market information. Quick access makes the sound of agreements faster and more efficient. Assisting the partnership in Las Vegas, engineers at VTN Consulting, a civil engineering and land planning company, began using GIS and analytics to strengthen communication and cooperation between stakeholders in the project. Their pilot project is based
on AutoCAD Map 3D and Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler software. Planners, GIS analysts, project managers, architects, city leaders and other stakeholders can visualize the project in Traditionally, engineers have to work with several two-dimensional paper plans, which are hidden in different silos, said Keith Warren, VTN's building information manager, vtn's project consists of
a central database that serves as a repository for exploration plans and detailed architecture, infrastructure and more. Identifying points include water and sewer pipes, utilities, road signs, parcels, roads and structures. The data is displayed in 3D format, so that users can analyze the impact of construction or renovation according to the site's needs. Striking models can help
planners decide the number and location of street lamps to be placed outside the new building based on the assessment of the light and shadow of the structure and environment, or they can clearly display utility criteria for proposed projects such as libraries, potentially using less energy than casinos. Warren said the database was created using standard GIS fields so that
customers could connect to their own analysis tools. For example, if the building's air conditioner goes off, the repairman will not only be able to call to the exact location, but the nearby air conditioner also needs service according to the maintenance record? Adding business analytics to include GIS data as a matter of life and death, millions of cats and dogs enter animal shelters
annually, and more than half are euthanized due to health-related issues such as overcrowding, ASPCA grappling with this overpopulated crisis with low-cost or free services, including spay/neuter clinics and publishing programs that teach responsible pet ownership. However, knowing that targeting limited resources can be difficult, according to Greg Miller, GIS analyst for the
ASPCA ASPCA, uses the analysis to study the communities that shelter provides, but can't always reveal why, despite the critical services, there are still no reductions in incoming dogs and cats, Miller said, as aspca believes the missing link is location data, Miller said. The initial and funded by PetSmart Charities ASPCA identified three regions in the United States - Cleveland,
Portland and southeastern Florida - to implement gis-enhanced analytics using a combination of shelter management applications, corporate homeland analysis software, and Esri's ArcGIS. Overlay that on the map and suddenly you can clearly visualize the specific neighborhood as a hot spot. Miller said. Without GIS, ASPCA workers and shelters need to know the area well
enough to see the pattern during which in the static report GIS helps. Problem zones where disproportionate consumption of animals occur, making publishing more effective. Instead of passing a blind brochure or parking a mobile van with a spa/vasectomy in a random area, ASPCA agents and shelters can cover the exact neighborhood and place a spa/vasectomy clinic in the
most desirable areas. The pilot scheme should save money, allowing it to expand funding to services such as fences for dog owners, training only breeds, such as for pit bull owners and so on. As with traditional analytical projects, the results of the program depend on the quality of the data, which leads to a new process. Now the shelter will check all consumption addresses so
that the information is considered clean. In addition, they enter a place where the wild animal is picked up or seen with the address of the person who brought him in or called. Such precision, the ASPCA believes, will inevitably save the life of the animal. Making a server to 'tilt' adds GIS to business analysis is not without caution, though, as it can overburden the server. For
example, EDENS plans to support mobile analysis of nearly 200 layers of data from internal and external databases. Layer information Consisting of a single theme, Beitz explains, for example, a property shelf for the EDENS shopping centre and a property floor for a center belonging to other companies. While ArcGIS SDE lives at its headquarters, the map service is entered into
the cloud. Many map services are hosted in the cloud by Esri, and then entered into the application. At this point, for us, it's cheaper to use the Esri Business Analyst Online API and call Esri's cloud server, rather than buying a business analyst server and all the data hosted by himself. The factors behind the gis/BI marriage are in good company to realize GIS's ability to analyze
business, GIS tools existed alongside business analytics software until recently. In 2015.Vesset attributes interests in GIS-enabled analytics databases - including from Oracle and IBM Cognos, and diagnostic-enabled GIS servers such as Esri's ArcGIS servers - to the spread and consumption of GPS and GIS. It has reduced the cost and high complexity of GIS map software,
social media, vehicles, infrastructure - everything has sensors that collect geographic location data and create snowball effects. For example, truck companies use improved analytics by GIS to track and monitor waste such as fuel, and local police departments use technology to simulate the right place for crowd coverage for large-scale activities based on existing personnel, and
retailers use it to push target ads to shoppers' smartphones when they pass through stores in front of department stores. Improving decisions at the EPA, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) also found that GIS-enabled analysis saves time. The organization, which acts as a gatherer for governments, private industry scholars and traditional databases, has begun
counting on the GIS/analysis combo to accelerate and improve decision-making in all the interests of the agency. We've combined what used to be two different technology stacks to carry out policy evaluation missions and assess where we need to do more work, Jerry Johnston, EPA Geospatial Information Officer.It is a more evolutionary process. The incident, Johnston
explained, but there were a few drivers behind the marriage of technology at the agency. One is the EPA's Environmental Information Exchange Network, an Internet-based system used by partners of tribal and territorial states to safely share environmental and health information with one another, and the EPA secures, according to Johnston.The Environmental Protection Agency
has combined two different technology stacks to carry out policy evaluation missions and assess where we need to work more, Jerry Johnston, data from regulated industries has come into the EPA for years, and users want to map this information a lot. More recently, to help manage environmental grants issued under the America's Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, the
need to gather reporting data from recipients with our geographic information system is critical. Today, the EPA combines GIS and traditional data from a wide range of sources to monitor water quality across the United States with a network of hydrological benchmarks. States, districts, municipalities and tribal countries constantly push geographic references and stream
timestamps to improve water quality on the network. If an abnormality is detected The EPA can immediately tell from built-in GIS data that the station is a downstream or downstream, where other areas may be affected, and soon, as the data is shown on a dynamic map, the problem will be relayed to everyone who need to know immediately, leading to a quick response, Johnston
said. Matching the map with current and past air quality data, including temperature and wind readings, will guide the operational response. For example, because children with asthma have more symptoms when air quality is poor, the EPA can immediately notify local authorities so they can decide whether to close schools or not. Something specific is knowing that the school
provides hilly or flat hosting areas, which GIS displays will affect the issuing of alerts, Johnston said, saying the EPA integrates Esri's Oracle database and ArcGIS servers with Google Maps, and Microsoft Bing makes it easier for users to simplify tools. Our users expect to see maps with their charts and models, so it's helpful that analytics vendors are integrating GIS into their
tools, and GIS vendors are combining BI that has never happened before. Johnston said. The experts needed for this consumer are formed in a quick clip, some organizations, including aspca, continue to rely on GIS experts to partner with data analysts for the development of integration and analysis. In fact, The ASPCA's Miller, whose GIS Professional Credentials (GISP) and
the American Accredited Planner Institute (AICP) was brought into the organization specifically to help IDC's 2-page GIS Vesset pilot project, acknowledged that adding GIS to data collection and mixing inputs can be complex. From a data management perspective, you need the right infrastructure and processes because you are faced with a lot of data. EDENS'Beitz has
encountered a problem with non-data integration. The cities and counties that his company handles have shut down proprietary databases, making it impossible to retrieve data easily. They do not have the ability or desire to provide their map data services to be used as a service in other applications. If government data is widely available, we will not be able to provide them with
The company will save a lot of time, according to Beitz today, to find out about the adjacent parcel of land that EDENS wants to expand, the company must dig through the county's site. Imagine if we could open our GIS application and display the county's GIS data as an additional layer that can be questionable, Beitz, we can set up an alert to tell us that zoning has changed on
any land within three miles of our property and track changes in property ownership near the Warren development facility of VTN experiencing similar pain, making the company's GIS database gradually generated from the data gathered between each project. For EDENS, VTN, EPA and more Data openness is the next big frontier for integrating GIS into fully integrated business
analytics. This will allow us to closely monitor our target market and take advantage of emerging opportunities quickly. Beitz Sandra Gittlen is a freelance technology writer based in the Boston area. Contact her sgittlen@verizon.net. About this. The inserting of Where into your analysis was first published by Computerworld Copyright © Communications IDG 2012, Inc.
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